
Kaitlyn is a well-known talent acquisition consultant within the Food & Beverage Manufacturing 
Industry. Throughout her time at TCG, she has taken on challenge after challenge, placing candidates 
from President/CEO to plant level single sole contributors. 

As an expert in Food Manufacturing recruitment, Kaitlyn provides in-depth industry insight so 
that her clients remain competitive in the market and can attract world-class talent. Her 
consultations help to identify challenges and trends while offering unique solutions. By reinforcing 
her client’s brand, she creates a candidate experience that is second to none. 

As a six-time MRI Network Pacesetter Award Winner, Kaitlyn is an integral part of TCG’s Food & 
Beverage manufacturing recruitment team, one that continues to rank in the top of its field. A 
recognized leader in the recruiting profession, Kaitlyn holds a CSAM designation and is consistently 
ranked in the top 1% of her peers. 

Kaitlyn Vinson CSAM® Senior Search Consultant
Food Manufacturing 

717-207-9369 | KWV@TCGrecruit.com

www.tcgrecruit.com

+ Proven success delivering results across all functional departments and vertically within both corporate and  
    field environments

+ Traditionally, qualified candidates submitted in 3-4 weeks; with a 4:1 candidate to placement ratio

+ 97% candidate retention ratio on all placed candidates

TCG’s Food Manufacturing Practice

Recently Completed Search Projects
Sales / Marketing
+ Account Mgr.
+ Business Development Mgr. 
+ Executive Dir. of Marketing 
+ Dir. of Marketing 
+ Dir. of Product Management 
Technical 
+ R&D VP
+ R&D Mgr.
+ Sr. Scientist 

The Carlisle Group (TCG) possesses the unique ability to put our clients’ needs first, offer choices, define  
workable processes and communicate honestly. This philosophy is reflected in every tool, strategy,  

and service we offer to ensure exceptional results!

Intelligent Services & Consulting
+ Regulatory & Quality 
    Assurance Dir.
+ Regulatory Mgr. / Specialist
+ Quality Assurance Mgr.
Misc.
+ Human Resources VP 
+ Environmental Health & 
Safety Dir. 
+ Procurement Dir.
+ Procurement Mgr.

+ Market Research Services
+ Emotional Intelligence (EQ-i)
+ Predictive Performance Profiling
+ Skill Assessment
+ Background Screening Services
+ Internet Resource Services
+ Relocation Services
+ Market Research/Analysis
+ Talent Acquisition Department Guidance
+ And more!


